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NEW QUESTION: 1
When troubleshooting a double disk failure with SyncMirror, you
decide to remove and destroy a plex from a mirrored aggregate.
What steps remove a plex from a mirrored aggregate?
A. Take the aggregate offline and use the aggr destroy command
B. Ensure the plex is online and use the aggr destroy plexname
command.
C. Take the aggregate offline and use the destroy -f command
D. Ensure the plex is offline and use the aggr destroy plexname
command.
Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:

Explanation:
https://library.netapp.com/ecmdocs/ECMP1196890/html/man1/na_agg
r.1.html aggr destroy { aggrname | plexname } [ -f ]
Destroys the aggregate named aggrname, or the plex named
plexname. Note that if the specified aggregate is tied to a
traditional volume, then the traditional volume itself is
destroyed as well.
If an aggregate is specified, all plexes in the aggregate are
destroyed. The named aggregate must also not contain any
flexible volumes, regardless of their mount state (online,
restricted, or offline). If a plex is specified, the plex is
destroyed, leaving an unmirrored aggregate or traditional
volume containing the remaining plex.
Before destroying the aggregate, traditional volume or plex,
the user is prompted to confirm the operation.
The -f flag can be used to destroy an aggregate, traditional
volume or plex without prompting the user.
The disks originally in the destroyed object become spare
disks. Only offline aggregates, traditional volumes and plexes
can be destroyed.

NEW QUESTION: 2
Why do government entities around the world believe that a
risk-based approach to AML/CFT compliance is a preferable
prescriptive measure?
A. It allows the creation of hard and fast rules that must be
followed
B. It is easier for examiners to make subjective criticisms
C. It is more flexible, effective and proportionate
D. It allows institutions to focus their attention on only high
risk customers
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
Refer to the exhibit.
Solution: Intel Servers
24-core Hyper-V Server (active/active cluster)
Server: 6xProLiant BL680 G7 (Hexa Core.4P) 2.00 GHz. 144GB RAM
(approx)
Capacity used: 31%
VMs on Server # 1: 1x Index Search Server (4 cores, 12GB) 1x
Web Front End Server (4 cores, 8GB) 1x SQL Server (4 cores,
16GB) VMs on Server # 2: 1x Query Search Server (4 cores, 12GB)
1x Web Front End Server (4 cores, 8GB) VMs on Server # 4: 2x
Web Front End Server (4 cores, 8GB) VMs on Server # 5: 1x Web
Front End Server (4 cores, 8GB)
1x SQL Server (4 cores, 16GB) VMs on Server # 6: 1x Web Front
End Server (4 cores, 8GB) 1x SQL Server (4 cores, 16GB)
Notes Cluster sized to enclosure adequate capacity should

failure occur
Network Traffic:
Network load between client and virtual host server(s):
364.905KB/sec (2.919MBps)
When working with the customer to determine their requirements
for on-demand SharePoint solution for their cloud environments,
they indicate that they have six BL680c (Hexa Core, 4P) blades
with 144 GB of memory in their server pool already. They have
decided not to move forward with a clustered, high-availability
offering for this service, but want to support upto three
instance of the non-clustered service.
To use a Cloud Map based on the Output of the SharePoint tool
(shown in the exhibit), which blade purchases should be
suggested?
A. Six new Bl680c servers
B. Three new Bl680c servers
C. Twelve new BL680c servers
D. Ten new BL680c servers
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 4
Ein Netzwerktechniker eines multinationalen Unternehmens wird
gebeten, Mobiltelefone fÃ¼r leitende Angestellte zu kaufen, die
hÃ¤ufig international unterwegs sind. Die FÃ¼hrungskrÃ¤fte
mÃ¶chten, dass ihre Telefone auf Reisen mit Mobilfunkanbietern
in mehreren LÃ¤ndern zusammenarbeiten. Welchen der folgenden
Mobilfunkstandards sollten diese neuen Telefone unterstÃ¼tzen?
A. PSTN
B. GSM
C. CDMA
D. TDM
Answer: B
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